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Understanding the role of communication promoted by Ibero-American society during the Coronavirus pandemic
is fundamental for building knowledge about the disease. In this scenario, Instagram occupies a privileged
place, as it carries a diversity of possible languages. Furthermore, Instagram’s relevance in the social media
landscape is growing. This article presents, from a study developed through big data analysis procedures, the
first result of several that make up an international investigation on the subject. In the project stage, the quantitative volume of publications, the average publication per user and the participation of the different languages
used in this analysis group were verified. It is hoped that further investigations can be developed based on the
results presented here, especially due to the urgency of knowing the role of communication in the pandemic
scenario in which we live.
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INTRODUCTION
Contemporary society has been experiencing significant transformations in various sectors, especially with the advent of digital technologies. Citizens, immersed in liquid behaviors
(Bauman, 2001) and connected by networks of relationships (Castells, 2000), make up an
increasingly imagistic scenario, as McLuhan (1964) expected when analyzing television at
the time. However, with the emergence of the internet and mobile devices, the use of the
image as a communication language between people (P2P) has been enhanced, and social
networks have begun to value this type of resource even more. In this aspect, the imagery
narrative experiences expressive changing processes since the advent of digital technology,
becoming an important protagonist in communication processes in participatory spaces such
as Instagram as “new new media” (Levinson, 2012).
Under the COVID-19 pandemic, Instagram has been experiencing a growing role among
social media networks. According to Digital 2021 global overview in January 2021 it ranked
as the fifth most popular social platform, with a global community of 1.221 million people
(WeAreSocial and Hootsuite, 2021).
Through Instagram, users have played a prominent role in expressing their feelings, desires,
opinions and afflictions about the pandemic. Its visual component has facilitated its role in
the construction of pandemic narratives, enabling the contact and connection of users, in addition to its emotional (Cho et al., 2018) and motivational effects (Chung et al., 2017; Kamel
et al., 2016). From a social perspective, Instagram makes it possible to use resources for the:
[…] access to official information at the time of entertainment; the comparison of information
conveyed in different profiles; the validation of information from the mass media; sharing collective feelings through images and videos; and the semi-intimate bond with health professional
influencers (Pinto et al., 2020, p. 45).

Although Igartua, Ortega Mohedano and Arcila Calderón (2020) place Instagram among
the social networks with a greater visual component, with an orientation towards capturing
likes rather than information, the combination of entertainment with informative and even
pedagogical content creates a favorable space for health communication almost on the same
plane as other networks (Garcia and Eiró-Gomes, 2020). Thus, there have been several
studies analyzing the role of Instagram in health communication (Fung et al., 2020; Kamel
Boulous et al., 2016) in the framework of public health crises (Fung et al., 2017; Guidy et al.,
2017; 2019; Setlzer et al., 2015; 2017).
However, in the same scenario in which the image gains prominence, we find disinformation disseminated by the same relationship networks, something that in times of a pandemic
becomes even less desirable. Together with the health crisis, public institutions and health
organizations have been faced with an infodemic in efforts to contain the virus (Aleixandre-Benavent et al., 2020).
This investigation will present the quantitative results observed in Ibero-American fake
news publications on Instagram registered at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. For
this purpose, publications in Portuguese and Spanish between March 13 and May 20, 2020 that
contained the hashtags #covid19 and #coronavirus were collected, totaling 103,775 publications
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made by 13,051 users. The selection of labels as a studio object places us in the line of works
such as Wagner, Marcon and Caulfiel (2020) on the hashtag #immunebooster. This was a trend
in this social network (Nikmam et al., 2020), who analyzed the social conversation articulated
around #COVID-19.
Based on data visualization features provided by the Graphext platform, we quantitatively
and qualitatively observe these publications and present the results so that we can, from this
first moment of observation, understand the role of existing social media networks in Instagram in the first months of the pandemic in Ibero-American countries. It is expected, with
the conclusion of this article, to offer subsidies for new studies related to the theme, as well
as the contemplation of conditions for finding solutions to misinformation.

METHODOLOGICAL PARAMETERS
The article was guided by a general objective to be contemplated: to discover the role of
image content in the construction of public discourse about COVID-19 in Ibero-American
countries. To this end, the following list of specific objectives was defined:
– develop a sufficiently representative dataset to safely achieve the general objective,
– quantitatively verify publications on COVID-19 during the given period,
– conduct a comparative quantitative analysis between publications in Portuguese and
Spanish registered in the period.
At the time of the development of this research, we did not have a hypothesis regarding
the following research question: What will be the nature of the behavior of users on Instagram when talking about COVID-19? This has happened because, in addition to this being
a new topic in communication terms, we also did not know the dimensions of the pandemic,
especially considering the timing of the research, at the onset of the pandemic.
For this, CrowdTangle software was adopted, which found, between March 13 and May
20, 2020, some 103,775 publications tagged with the hashtags #covid19 and #coronavirus,
in combination with a series of keywords in Spanish and Portuguese that allowed delimiting the conversation within the Ibero-American sphere, as issued by a total of 13,051 users.
Of this set of posts, 51,893 were published in Spanish and 48,691 in Portuguese (the sixth
and eleventh most popular languages used on the network, covering a wide community of users).
The choice of hashtags is related to their role in the visibility of communication themes, a role
that can also promote debate perspectives and drive common narratives (Rambukkana, 2015).
The data collection period is justified as follows:
– on March 13th the Government of Spain declared a “State of Alarm”, which would last
for two months;
– on March 20, the Federal Senate of Brazil approved a Decree of Public Calamity.
Although Spain and Brazil represent only two of the countries in the Ibero-American
sphere, they acquired particular relevance in the crisis. In fact, following Rovetta and Bhagavathula (2020), Brazil and Spain are the second- and third-most-cited nations, in relation to
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COVID-19, by the global Instagram user community (with 551,000 and 376,000 hashtags,
respectively), which leads to thought about the true polarization of social conversation.
As this is an exploratory research article, which has a broader methodological complex,
the data presented here are limited to quantitative perspectives. Therefore, an investigation of
ethnographic content is developed, commonly adopted to understand and explain contemporary
social and cultural phenomena. The ethnographic method, according to Agrosino (2009, p. 31),
“[...] is based on field research (conducted in the place where people live and not in laboratories where the researcher controls the elements of behavior to be measured or observed)”.
In the article in question, the use of the multifactorial method was adopted, which has as its
essence the use of two or more data collection techniques. For this purpose, netnography
is considered, which consists of collecting data from ethnographic research on the internet.
The research has been built on two pillars: theoretical conceptualization and data analysis.
The two are directly related, since it is essential to know the theories to interpret the data
results. Otherwise, we will have an almost empirical reading, at least when it comes to understanding what has happened. For this, in addition to classic authors such as Manuel Castells,
we have adopted recent research, such as that developed by the authors of this research, as
well as that of Pamela Pinto, Felipe Brasileiro, Margarida Almeida and Maria João Antunes,
who have published articles on similar topics.

SOCIAL NETWORKS IN DIGITAL SPACES
In contemporary society cultural and technological changes have become increasingly
present and incisive in the daily lives of subjects. The different forms of communication are
enormously impacted by the changes resulting from the numerous digital communication and
information technologies available.
The space in which this happens is called cyberspace, a space for new media that emerges
from the internet. The term cyberspace includes not only the infrastructure of technological
materials, but also the contents and subjects that are transmitted and are immersed in it, respectively. Faced with this digital context, new ways of being, feeling, relating and knowing
become accessible to subjects, thus giving rise to cyberculture (or digital culture) in which
subjects relate and share content through different media, instantly, participatorily and collaboratively. According to Levy (2010, p. 17), cyberculture is “the set of techniques (material
and intellectual), practices, attitudes, ways of thinking and values that develop along with
the growth of cyberspace”.
In cyberspace we do everything that people do when they meet, but we do it with words,
images, videos and on the screens of computer interfaces. From it, we can think that the signs
of a medium create, generate, build other signs in different ways, thus demonstrating the
possibility of an unlimited semiosis. Worldwide, billions of people belong to digital social
networks in which our identities mix and interact electronically, regardless of time and place
(Santaella, 2013, p. 123). It is also important to mention that in this context, the social markers
of difference – socio-economic and cultural conditions, race, gender, and generations – are
present and effectively manifested in the context of the relationships established by the subjects.
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Digital culture contemplates the creation/production of content in media supports and the
intensification of the interconnection that may exist between these contents. Different media
allow people to connect through different platforms that are grouped in a single device, which
allows us to talk about convergence. This convergence is not only built on the evolution of
the media, nor on what they are called to present as an unprecedented use, but above all it
brings a significant change in the paradigms of social, cultural and consumption relations,
establishing an expanded way of integrating and interacting with the different content and
information available.
Convergence is characterized as a cultural transformation that occurs as the need to search
for information and connectivity to content arises.
For Jenkins (2009, p. 27), convergence is:
content flow through multiple media supports, cooperation between multiple media markets and
the migratory behavior of media audiences, who go almost anywhere in search of the entertainment experiences they want.

The interactions present in the digital context do not happen only through the technological
apparatus, but mainly through the ways in which subjects appropriate technologies to produce
culture. In digital culture, the subject is at the center of the process, because it makes content
converge on different media platforms while it also makes itself present in these different
spaces. The media are important, as they are the support that contributes to the changes in
the actions of the subjects immersed in it, but without a change in the subject’s perception,
it would not be possible to develop interactions in cyberspace.
The most relevant thing is, therefore, to understand how the relationship between cultural
subjects and these media is constructed and translated. One of these most evident processes
is the virtualization of personal identity. With it come the virtual profiles that free the entity
from the bonds of space-time:
Virtualization is not a derealization (the transformation of an entity into a set of possibles), but
a mutation of identity, a shift in the ontological center of gravity of the object under consideration:
instead of being defined mainly by its actuality (a ‘solution’), the entity starts to find its essential
consistency in a problematic field (Levy, 2011, pp. 17–18).

Thus, we understand that convergence is a process that allows for fluidity between media
and languages, enabling access to different information and content that can contribute to the
structuring of knowledge that breaks through the barriers defined for each medium.
According to Santaella (2005), with digital convergence, content transmutations occur in
countless virtual versions that emerge as the receiver places themself in the position of coauthor. Thus, there is also a qualitative sum of the matrices of language and thought, whether
sound, visual and/or verbal, which give new meanings to the productions.
Every new language brings with it new ways of thinking, acting, feeling. Coming from the phenomenological convergence of all languages, hypermedia means an unprecedented synthesis of
the matrices of sound, visual and verbal language and thought with all its possible developments
and mixtures (Santaella, 2005, p. 392).
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From this context, we understand that with the intensification of connectivity between
subjects made possible by digital convergence, new ways arise for the construction of knowledge to take effect. These new modes started to be guided by the exponential increase of
some substantive characteristics of the information available in digital media, including the
multiplicity of languages in which they are constituted; the diversity of sources; the volume,
quantity, reach, scope and scale; the plurality of opinions; and the worldwide phenomenon of
political/ideological polarization, in addition to the constant confrontation of misinformation.
This very complex scenario incisively affects some social spheres, such as the world of
work, political management, investment in science and technology, the environmental agenda,
consumption, communication, progressive agendas in defense of fundamental social rights,
interpersonal relationships, and education as well. Finally, our entire culture is in a constant
process of change (qualitative and quantitative), with the increasingly intensive and extensive
participation of digital media in social reality.
The digital convergence movement enhances the actions that can be carried out in a network, and something that for nearly two decades has deserved close attention in mediatized
environments is the connections between people, popularly known as the network. Previously defined as a meeting or social mobilization around a common theme, the concept of
the network began to receive new interpretations with the advent of the Internet. The Spanish
sociologist Manuel Castells was a pioneer in the interpretation of this new social configuration
that started to rely on mediated environments and, above all, the importance of the citizen in
the processes of building networks.
In his work The Network Society, Castells (2000) proposes the importance of being in
the information society and the communication processes based on the identity of networks.
According to Castells (2000, pp. 57–58), “by identity, I understand the process by which
a social actor recognizes and builds meaning mainly based on a certain cultural attribute
or set of attributes, to the point of excluding a broader reference to other social structures”.
It is important to emphasize that Castells does not consider the concept of “network”
in the same way as technology scholars consider the term. Although the philosophy is the
same – computer networks or social networks are interconnected by various nodes, whether
neural, process or physical connection – the network proposed by Manuel Castells goes beyond this simplification, as a social network is supported by other characteristics, including
immaterial ones such as mutual interests and goals. This social network drives collective
changes, voluntarily or involuntarily.
In a more current work, Castells (2013) presents the concept of social network with
specific purposes of mobilization and collective change, writing how “in fact, social change
involves an individual and/or collective action that is, in its essence, emotionally motivated,
in the same way as all human behavior” (Castells, 2013, p. 126).
On this topic, the author also demystifies the need for technology for the formation and
existence of networks. For Castells, technology collaborates and empowers, but the key is
the sharing of interests, needs and solutions.
They are networked in multiple ways. The use of internet communication networks and cell phones
is essential, but the way to connect to the network is multimodal. It includes online and offline
social networks, as well as preexisting networks and others formed during the movement’s actions.
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Networks are formed within the movement, with other movements from around the world, with the
internet blogosphere, with the media and with society in general. The technologies that enable the
constitution of networks are significant for providing the platform for this continued practice, which
tends to expand, evolving with the change in the format of the movement (Castells, 2013, p. 128).

When debating the formation of networks, Castells values the language used to share
collective ideas. Among the most prominent, the image occupies a privileged status in the
process. According to Castells (2013, p. 130), “the power of images is sovereign. YouTube was
probably one of the most powerful mobilization tools in the early stages of the movement”.
Effectively, for the author the image is the protagonist of greater power to mobilize and form
networks, which can be observed from the quantitative results presented by this investigation.
However, when thinking about networks in the context of this investigation, we must consider the territorial scope. As proposed by Marc Augé (1994), in digital environments we rely
on non-place, and based on this idea, he develops an anthropological reading of contemporary
society as a network of people who inhabit the non-place, as this does not depend on physical
conditions to connect. For the author, “The non-place is the space of others without the presence
of others, the space constituted in a spectacle” (Augé, 1994, p. 167). He considers in a different
text that non-place is the common space of what he defines as supermodernity. He explains:
But, insofar as non-place is the negative of place, it is indeed necessary to admit that the development of spaces for circulation, communication and consumption is a pertinent empirical feature
of our contemporaneity, that these spaces are less symbolic than encoded, ensuring in them all
signs and a whole set of specific messages (through monitors, synthetic voices) in the circulation
of passersby and passengers (Augé, 2006, p. 115).

However, Augé’s idea is not uncontested. From another perspective, the Portuguese
Boaventura Sousa Santos (2005) defends an intermediate position between geographic and
virtual territory, stating:
The present time appears to us as dominated by a dialectical movement in which globalization
processes occur alongside localization processes. […] social relations in general seem to be increasingly deterritorialized […]. But on the other hand, and in apparent contradiction to this trend, new
regional, national and local identities are emerging, built around a new prominence of root rights.
Such localisms refer to real or imagined territories, as well as to ways of life and sociability based
on face-to-face relationships, proximity and interactivity (Santos, 2005, p. 54).

These concepts lead to a fundamental understanding to sustain the value of the publications found by this investigation. It is noticed that there is spatial coherence that reflects, in
a way, the pandemic situation in Portuguese-speaking and Hispanic countries.

DATA INTERPRETATION
The first graphical analysis of the publications was carried out with the support of
Graphext software, a platform that allows the creation of graphs and graphs from big data
on social networks. Figure 1 is an initial representation of the data collection and crossing
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process, composed of contents in Spanish and Portuguese. It is important to point out that
the segmentation in different languages generated two macro-clusters of publications that are
disconnected from each other. This is because the interests of the Hispanic and Lusophone
communities differ.

Figure 1. Map of publications in Portuguese (above) and Spanish (below)

The cluster of publications in Spanish comprises 51,893 posts on Instagram, while the
Portuguese-speaking community is represented by 48,691 posts. It is essential to clarify
that the collection also identified 2% of cases of publications in English or in languages not
defined by the system.
TEMPORAL EVOLUTION

As well as the relevance of publications on media scandals (Thompson, 2002), publications with hashtags #covid19 and #coronavirus went through a cycle, as clearly interpreted in
Figure 2. At the beginning of the analyzed period, we observed a strong growth of publications
tagged by hashtags coinciding with the decree of the State of Alarm in Spain and in much of
Europe, although with time these publications taper off. This was not because the coronavirus
disappeared, but because less and less talk about the topic occurred on Instagram. This phenomenon that was found by other studies on the use of social networks in the first phase of the
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pandemic, (e.g., Hung et al., 2020), and it could be considered as among the first symptoms of
“pandemic fatigue”. In addition, there is a peak in publications after the decree of public calamity declared by the Government of Brazil, with the same concerns in Spanish and Portuguese.
It is noteworthy that the virus arrived in Latin America at the same time that it manifested
itself in Brazil. The same goes for Portugal and Spain, which had similar situations in time.

Figure 2. Evolution of publications. Graphext font

Figure 3, however, represents something curious. Unlike what was analyzed in other investigations on the behavior of users of social networks (Martínez-Rolán et al., 2019), if we look
at daily publications, we notice a drop in posts with the hashtags #coronavirus and #covid19
on weekends, when the use of social networks tends to be more intense. This reality deserves
detailed qualitative observations. One possible explanation is the lower informative pressure
of the media about the coronavirus on weekends, when there is a lack of data and official
information, which leads people to develop more habitual attitudes on Instagram, as the publication and interaction form around leisure themes which are less worrying and/or depressing.

Figure 3. Daily evolution of publications
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Confinement and attrition happened a week earlier in Spain than in Brazil, which projected itself into the social conversation on Instagram around the hashtags #covid19 and
#coronavirus. As we can see in Figures 4 and 5, the shape of the publication curves between
the two languages takes place with a week’s difference. In Spain (Fig. 4), in particular, the
confinement ended in May. For this reason, the publication curve declined at that time. Brazil
(Fig. 5), in turn, has continued in disorderly confinement since then, although, curiously, the
curve has also decreased, probably due to social exhaustion.

Figure 4. Evolution of publications in Spanish
Source: Graphext

Figure 5. Evolution of publications in Portuguese
Source: Graphext
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Another interesting quantitative survey obtained in this investigation refers to the type
of content in the publication, as Instagram allows for a variety of formats ranging from photography to audiovisual, through iconography, texts and audio. In addition, it is possible to
publish an album of up to ten photos and still carry out live video transmissions. In collecting
data with the hashtags #covid19 and #coronavirus, we obtained four types of publications
depending on their language-form with the following classifications (Fig. 6):
– photographs: a single photograph, optionally accompanied by a text (caption);
– album: a set of two or more photographs optionally accompanied by a text (caption);
– video: a video fragment optionally accompanied by a text (caption);
– instagram TV: a live video stream, optionally accompanied by a text (caption).

Figure 6. Varieties of publications obtained by the research

In the scope of this collection, Figure 7, with the specific figures for each type of languageform adopted, catches our attention. In the selection, there is a predominance of photographs
that with 66,642 publications (64% of posts are single images). This figure lives up to the
origins of the social network. Photographs are the simplest way to communicate on Instagram
and are the favorite of users who share ideas, thoughts, and anxieties condensed in a single
image that, accompanied by text, creates a multimodal discourse about what interactions are
established.
The remaining 36% of the publications (a total of 37,133 posts) are distributed more
evenly among Instagram’s other types of language-form. Thus, with 13% of the sample, we
can highlight the practical balance between publications with photo albums (an expansion
of photographs present in 13,387 publications) and those that use videos to contribute their
perspective to the collective narrative of the pandemic on Instagram (13,706 publications).
In this sense, a positive evolution of publications that use the audiovisual format on Insta
gram can be noted. Although static images – photos and albums – continue prevail among
the publications developed on these platforms, the growing presence of videos and the rapid
evolution of video transmissions on IGTV (10,040 publications that already account for 10%
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of the analyzed sample) allow us to observe an evolution in the conception and appropriation
of this platform by the user community.

Figure 7. Percentage of publications obtained

This mix of languages allows us to support the idea that Instagram is a post-photographic
social media space, considering the concept presented by Joan Fontcuberta (2011). For the
author, the contemporary mediation environment is characterized by the association of various
image languages such as photography, audiovisuals, infographics and iconography.
TYPES OF INTERACTION, MEAN AND MEDIAN

The research sample is represented by 103,775 publications, a number which provides
high mean and median figures. Authors such as Sheldon and Bryant (2016) define Instagram as
a network centered more on people than on relational identity. In the daily life of the platform
and the interactions established on it, certain personalities (from different offline entities) have
been defined as carrying greater weight and influence in social conversation. These influencers – including in the field of health – have become true opinion leaders (Fregber et al.,
2011), to the point that several health authorities have requested they collaborate in the fight
against the virus (Público, 2020), and their acting in the social conversation of Instagram has
been the object of study (Torres Romay and García Mirón, 2020).
Thus, the publication with the highest volume of sample interaction, that authored by the
Argentine soccer player Leo Messi, has, at the time of analysis, 2,656,944 shares divided into
likes and comments. On the other hand, the one making the least impact was that of Brazilian
Member of the Chamber Deputy Arnaldo Jardim, who had amassed 17 likes.
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As can be seen in Table 1, when considering the total number of publications and interactions received, an average of 18,947 interactions is obtained, with a median of 3,232
interactions. The data are relatively high, as the number of video reproductions is always
expressive. In this case, an average of 55,831 reproductions should be considered (the median
is significantly lower, with 24,165 reproductions).
On the other hand, the traditional forms of interaction (likes and comments) reached
more modest figures. The average number of likes per publication is 4,982, accompanied by
59 comments. Although the number that is repeated the most – median – refers to the publication that contains 2,024 likes and 59 comments, this represents one comment for every
34 likes (median) or every 28 likes on average.
Table 1. Mean and median of types of interaction
Likes

Comments

Views

Total interactions

Mean

4,982

177

55,831

18,947

Median

2,024

59

24,165

3,232

TOTAL USERS AND VOLUME OF PARTICIPATION

With a total of 103,775 Instagram postings or publications, 13,051 different users were
counted. Of these, approximately half of users appear with a single publication: 6,326. On
the other hand, the remaining 6,587 users who were selected by the show are responsible for
the remaining 97,449 publications. It is worth noting that the distribution of this participation
is irregular and does not respect the average (14.7 publications per user).
First, it should be noted that a small number of users (only 13) are responsible for more
than 500 publications. In addition, there are 159 users who have published between 100 and
500 posts and 1,230 users are authors of a range between ten and 100 posts. The largest share
of users falls in the range of two to ten publications, representing a total of 5,185.
Table 2. Volume of publications per user
Post range

Number of publications

Users with 1 post

6,326

Users between 1–10 posts

5,185

Users between 10–100 posts

1,230

Users between 100–500 posts

159

Users +500 posts

13

Total users

13,051
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CONCLUSIONS
The data obtained from the methodology used in this netnographic study demonstrate
a relevance in the observation of Instagram as a space for understanding the media ecosystem
during the first two months of the COVID-19 pandemic in Portuguese- and Spanish-speaking
countries. In addition to expressive figures, there is a similar evolutionary design in both
regions (Lusophone and Hispanic), namely Spain and Brazil. Likewise, there is a surge in
publications right after the declaration of State of Alarm by the Government of Spain and
the Decree of Public Calamity by the Federal Senate of Brazil.
It is important to consider that the Hispanic community numbers 577 million people worldwide, while the Lusophone (Portuguese speaking) community is represented by practically
half that, with 260 million speakers (48%). In addition, Brazil has 210 million inhabitants,
which represents almost the entire Portuguese-speaking sample.
Through the study presented here, it is observed that photography continues to be the
main language of Instagram, with approximately 60% of the collected content. Adding up
the photo album publications, we reach almost 75% of the publications. Still, it is important
to remember that an album can contain both photography and video in a single album, which
can change that figure.
The results presented strengthen the idea of the growth of imagery narrative as a contemporary language. This confirms, in addition to the hypothesis of this investigation, evidence
presented by Joan Fontcuberta (2011), or even Marshall McLuhan (1964) in his investigations
of society influenced by television at the time.
Another observation found in this investigation refers to the volume of publications.
Considering the total number of publications with the hashtags #covid19 and #coronavirus –
103,775 – 13,051 of them seem to have been published multiple times. However, approximately
half of these authors (6,587 people) are responsible for 97,449 posts, which demonstrates an
inequality in the intensity of participation. This difference can be observed between the post
that received the most participation (from the soccer player Lionel Messi, with 2,656,944
interactions) and the post that received the least participation (from the Brazilian federal deputy
Arnaldo Jardim, with 17 interactions). This demonstrates that the identity of the author of
a post is still fundamental, as the high visibility of celebrities garners them more interaction,
which makes them influencers also in the non-place proposed by Augé (1994). A medium
that allowed the creation of a common narrative about the pandemic of a multimodal nature,
in which information from public institutions and bodies – such as the one analyzed by Pinto
et al. (2020) – interspersed, at different levels, with personal experiences and experiences
that, in times of solitude, became public and collective.
However, the present study is within a field which requires further work. This article proposes an analysis based on the social conversation about the coronavirus pandemic developed
by the Ibero-American community on Instagram from the perspective of big data. Questions
about who were the main nodes of this conversation and why will be further investigated
in future articles. Given the various urgencies caused by the pandemic, communication occupies a fundamental position and requires the partial sharing of the results obtained in the
investigation.
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